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Lack of adequate models significantly hinders advances in prostate cancer
treatment, where resistance to androgen-deprivation therapies and bone
metastasis remain as major challenges. Current in vitro models fail to faithfully
mimic the complex prostate physiology. In vivo animal models can shed light on
the oncogenes involved in prostate cancer development and progression;
however, the animal prostate gland is fundamentally different from that of
human, and the underlying genetic mechanisms are different. To address this
problem, we developed the first in vitromicrofluidic human Prostate-Cancer-on-
Chip (PCoC) model, where human prostate cancer and stromal fibroblast cells
were co-cultivated in two channels separated by a porous membrane under
culture medium flow. The established microenvironment enables soluble
signaling factors secreted by each culture to locally diffuse through the
membrane pores affecting the neighboring culture. We particularly explored
the conversion of the stromal fibroblasts into cancer-associated fibroblasts
(CAFs) due to the interaction between the 2 cell types. Immunofluorescence
microscopy revealed that tumor cells induced CAF biomarkers, αSMA and
COL1A1, in stromal fibroblasts. The stromal CAF conversion level was
observed to increase along the flow direction in response to diffusion agents,
consistent with simulations of solute concentration gradients. The tumor cells
also downregulated androgen receptor (AR) expression in stromal fibroblasts,
while an adequate level of stromal AR expression is maintained in normal prostate
homeostasis. We further investigated tumor invasion into the stroma, an early
step in the metastatic cascade, in devices featuring a serpentine channel with
orthogonal channel segments overlaying a straight channel and separated by an
8 µm-pore membrane. Both tumor cells and stromal CAFs were observed to
cross over into their neighboring channel, and the stroma’s role seemed to be
proactive in promoting cell invasion. As control, normal epithelial cells neither
induced CAF conversion nor promoted cell invasion. In summary, the developed
PCoC model allows spatiotemporal analysis of the tumor-stroma dynamic
interactions, due to bi-directional signaling and physical contact,
recapitulating tissue-level multicellular responses associated with prostate
cancer in vivo. Hence, it can serve as an in vitro model to dissect mechanisms
in human prostate cancer development and seek advanced therapeutic
strategies.
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1 Introduction

Prostate cancer is the most commonly diagnosed type of cancer
(excluding skin cancer) and the second leading cause of cancer death
in men in the United State. The standard of care for advanced bone
metastatic prostate cancer is androgen deprivation therapy (ADT);
however, therapeutic resistance inevitably develops over 18 months
(Nakazawa et al., 2017; Kim et al., 2013; Toivanen and Shen, 2017).
While identifying and developing new medical targets and therapies
is an urgent need, a major barrier to such efforts is primarily
attributed to the lack of human relevant prostate cancer models.
As the interaction between the epithelium and surrounding stroma
is necessary for maintaining normal prostate functions,
experimental results confirmed that abnormalities in both the
epithelial and the stromal microenvironments are required for
prostatic carcinogenesis (Thompson et al., 1989; Lopaczynski
et al., 2001). The traditional concept considering stroma as a
passive structural element, an idle bystander, has been revised.
Stroma in the tumor microenvironment actively participates and
contributes to tumorigeneses and cancer progression (Chung et al.,
2003; Chung et al., 2005; Pederzoli et al., 2023). Unlike the
supportive and protective role of stroma in normal prostate
microenvironment, stroma in tumor microenvironment is
transformed into a more ‘activated’ phenotype, modifying the
stromal extracellular matrix (ECM) and becoming highly
proliferative (Pickup et al., 2014). Stromagenesis occurs
concurrently with tumorigenesis promoting tumor progression
(Beacham and Cukierman, 2005; Castelló-Cros et al., 2009).
Communications between the tumor and surrounding stroma are
bi-directional through biochemical as well as mechanical signaling.
Stroma provides favorable factors facilitating cancer cell growth and
survival while cancer cells return the favor by further reactivating the
stroma. Moreover, tumor cells invading the surrounding stroma
further promote tumor progression mediated by the secretion of
favorable factors from both cell types (Friedl and Alexander, 2011;
Labernadie et al., 2017; Glentis et al., 2017; Almagro et al., 2022).

Recognizing the important role of stroma in prostate cancer, it is
rather a formidable challenge to investigate the tumor-stroma dynamic
interactions using traditional cell culture methods. Most in vitro
prostate cancer models are based on 2D or 3D static cultures of
tumor cells, where recapitulation of multicellular interactions
between different cell types observed in human tissues is missing.
Co-cultures of different cell types in traditional dish cultures often
terminate in a few days due to culture medium incompatibility,
unsuitable microenvironment for all cell types in the co-cultures,
depletion of nutrients, and accumulation of inhibitory biproducts.
Attempts to directly mix tumor cells with stroma cells, within the
same culture in a dish, inevitably resulted in compromising the
individual tissue-level integrity due to missing cell-cell contacts and
interactions within the same tissue (Hayward et al., 1995; Olumi et al.,
1999; Lopaczynski et al., 2001;Wang et al., 2012;Wang et al., , 2020). To
alleviate this problem, Transwells were used to establish two separate
tumor and stroma cultures on opposite surfaces of a porous membrane,
yet the construction of Transwells is not amenable to microscopic
imaging or in situ monitoring during experiments. 3D prostate
organoids have also been proposed whereby human prostate cancer
cell lines, LNCaP and C4-2, were co-cultured independently with
prostate or bone stromal cells in a rotating-wall vessel, resulting in

increased growth rate, enhanced tumorigenicity and metastatic
potential (Jeong et al., 2016; Rhee et al., 2001; Wang et al., 2005).
Recent developments in organoid model systems indeed provide
additional alternatives for potential high-throughput drug screening
tests (Yuki et al., 2020;Hemelryk andWeerden, 2020). Organoids seems
to be promising models because they encompass tissue-level
multicellular complexity that is physiologically relevant. However,
this large degree of complexity poses formidable challenges in
probing and assessing the role of individual cell types and the
interplays among different types of cells to further dissect molecular
mechanisms. Other difficulties encountered in experiments with
organoids include maturation, nutrition replenishment, waste
removal, and hypoxia (Kim et al., 2020; Andrews and Kriegstein,
2022). Given the inherent tumor-stroma dynamic interplay within
the tumor microenvironment, it is highly desirable to dissect the
involved interactions revealing the intricate spatiotemporal responses
of both tumor and stroma (Sasaki et al., 2017).

Animal models, on the other hand, do not faithfully represent
human cancer in many aspects, predominantly due to distinct
species differences between animals and humans. More than 90%
of cancer drugs, found efficacious in animals, fail in human clinical
trials because they are unsafe or ineffective in humans (Seyhan,
2019; Stensland et al., 2021; Stensland et al., 2022; Kim et al., 2022).
Consequently, new guidelines of the Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) have authorized the use of certain alternatives to
animal testing.

Among the alternatives, Organ-on-Chip technology is increasingly
recognized for its potential to establishing clinically relevant in vitro
models (Fong et al., 2016; Vunjak-Novakovic et al., 2021; Baptista et al.,
2022; Francis et al., 2022). Organs-on-chips have shown promising
functionality in developing disease models for cancer research, e.g., liver
chips correctly identified toxicity in 87% of various drugs that passed
animal tests, without false identification of nontoxic drugs (Liu et al.,
2021; Duzagac et al., 2021; Ingber, 2022; Ewart et al., 2022). Following
the Organ-on-Chip concept, we successfully established the first human
normal Prostate-on-a-Chip (PoC) model demonstrating the
importance of the prostate stroma in inducing and maintaining
normal prostate epithelial differentiation. Co-cultured in the
Prostate-on-a-Chip, normal stromal fibroblasts secreted androgen-
induced morphogens that diffused across a porous separation
membrane into the normal epithelium culture resulting in basal to
secretory luminal cell differentiation (Jiang et al., 2019). Todate, human
in vitro models designed to adequately elucidate the dynamic
interactions and underlying biological mechanisms in the prostate
tumor microenvironment are yet to be available. In this work, we
report the development of an in vitro human Prostate-Cancer-on-Chip
model (PCoC) along with results pertaining to the interaction between
the tumor and stroma within the established co-culture
microenvironment.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Cell lines and reagents

Immortalized primary human prostate basal epithelial cells
(PrECs) were used as the normal epithelium in the prostate
gland model (Berger et al., 2014). Benign human prostate
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fibroblasts (BHPrS1s) from Simon Hayward were used as normal
stromal fibroblasts (Hayward et al., 1998). Three types of tumor cell
lines, EMP, C4-2 and 22Rv1, were utilized in this work. EMP cells
were generated by stably introducingMyc (M), shPten (P), and ΔErg
(E) into PrECs, as previously described [Berger et al., 2014]. The
PrECs and EMP cells were maintained in Keratinocyte Serum-Free
Medium (KSFM, Gibco 17005042) supplemented with bovine
pituitary extract (BPE), epidermal growth factor (EGF), and 1%
penicillin-streptomycin. BHPrS1 cells were grown in RPMI
1640 medium (Gibco) with 5% Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS) and
1% penicillin-streptomycin. C4-2 and 22Rv1cells were obtained
from ATCC and grown in RPMI 1640 medium (Gibco) with 5%
FBS, 1% penicillin-streptomycin. Human prostate cancer spheroids
isolated from a patient were used in one experiment. The de-
identified tissue was obtained from the tissue repository under a
standard IRB protocol. For invasion experiments, fluorescently-
labeled cells were obtained by lentiviral infection with plasmids
containing either green fluorescent protein (GFP) or red
fluorescence protein (RFP) cDNAs. Specifically, mCherry-labeled
BHPrS1 cells, GFP-labeled tumor cells, either C4-2 or 22Rv1, and
normal PrEC cells were utilized. All cultures were maintained at
37°C in 5% CO2 with humidity >90%.

2.2 Prostate-cancer-on-chip (PCoC) model
and microfluidic device design and
fabrication

In normal prostate, stromal and epithelial layers are separated by
a basement membrane rich in laminin and collagen. However, in
prostate cancer, stromal cells are converted into cancer-associated
fibroblasts (CAFs), which were observed at a higher density,
differentially exposed to a multitude of tumor secreted factors
leading to their heterogeneity within the tumor environment
(Raskov et al., 2021). The basement membrane breaks down, and
cancer cells infiltrate and invade the surrounding stroma. Thus, the
prostate tumor is integrated into its stromal microenvironment
resulting in physical cellular interactions during cancer progression.

Accordingly, we established the first in vitro human prostate-
cancer-on-chip (PCoC) model to incorporate prostate cancer cells
and normal prostate stroma allowing them to interact. The model
conceptual design (Figure 1) illustrates co-culturing prostate cancer
cells and stromal fibroblasts in a pair of channels in a device. The
channels are aligned on top of each other and separated by a porous
membrane. Cancer cells and fibroblasts are plated on opposite
surfaces of the separation membrane, establishing two distinct
cultures of tumor and stroma. Membranes with smaller 0.8 µm-
pores are large enough to allow exchange of biomolecules only
across the membrane, due to diffusion, thereby establishing
continuous cross-communication between the two cultures.
Membranes with larger pore size of 8 µm permit biomolecule
exchange leading to spatial concentration gradients. In addition,
8 µm-pore membrane also allows infiltrating cancer cells, and/or
stromal cells, to cross the separation membrane invading into the
neighboring culture. Steady and independent flow of culture
medium through each channel is controlled by a syringe pump
to maintain the co-culture providing continuous nutrient
replenishment and waste removal.

Two configurations of microfluidic devices were designed and
fabricated. The first device design featured a face-to-face assembly of
two straight channels separated by a porousmembrane (Figure 2A). The
porous membrane (ipCELLCULTURETM Track Etched Membrane,
it4ip S.A., Belgium) is made of polyester with a thickness about 20 µm.
The pore size of the separation membrane was selected to be either
0.8 µm or 8 µm with a porosity of 0.8% or 2%, respectively, depending
on the specific experimental objective. Each of the two channels was
34 mm long, 1 mm wide, and 500 µm high, with the overlapping
segment of the two straight channels about 20 mm in length. Inlet
and outlet tubing adapters allowed device connection to an externalfluid
handling system. The second device design also featured two channels
separated by a porous membrane; however, while one straight channel
was retained as in the previous design, the configuration of the
other 59 mm-long channel was modified to a serpentine shape with
the samewidth and height (Figure 2B). The two channels had 8 selective
overlapping regions. The serpentine channel consists of 16 orthogonal
channel segments, perpendicular to the main channel axis, extending
in both directions from the centerline axis of the straight channel to
distal locations at a distance of 2.5 mm. This unique device design with
8 µm-pore membrane allows establishment of desired planar spatial
concentration gradients along the orthogonal channel segments. It also
enabled investigation of the spatially dependent interaction between the
two cultures, such as cell invasion, migration and interaction. d tumor
cell activities for microscopic observation.

The devices were made of optically transparent
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS, Sylgard 184, Dow Corning
Corporation) utilizing soft lithography technology (Jiang et al.,
2019). A mold for each microchannel was fabricated in an
aluminum block using a computer numerical control machine
(CNC) based on a 3D CAD design. Fabrication of the devices
involved the following major steps (Figure 2C). PDMS, prepared
by mixing base elastomer and curing agent at a 10:1 w/w ratio, was
dispensed on a mold. After removal of air bubbles form the PDMS
under vacuum, the mold with the PDMS was placed on a leveled
surface at room temperature until the PDMS was fully cured. The
PDMS layer was then peeled off from the mold to
obtain microchannel replicates. A porous membrane was treated

FIGURE 1
Prostate-Cancer-on-Chip conceptual model: Cancer and
stromal fibroblast cells are co-cultured on opposite surfaces of a
porous membrane separating the two aligned channels; normal
fibroblasts conversion into CAFs by cancer cells is mediated by
secreted soluble factors; large pore-size membrane allows reciprocal
cell invasion into neighboring channels.
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for 1-min in an oxygen-plasma reactor (Harrick Plasma,
United States), then immediately immersed in 5% 3-
Aminopropyltriethoxysilane (APTES, Sigma-Aldrich) solution in
water, followed by incubation at 50°C for about 30min to prepare
its surfaces for bonding. The bonding surfaces of a pair of PDMS
channel replicates, with inlet and outlet holes, were activated by
oxygen plasma treatment. The two PDMS channels were aligned and
bonded together with dried membrane sandwiched between them.
The assembled device was incubated at 50°C for 30min to enhance the
bonding adhesion. Finally, inlet and outlet adapter tubing were
attached to the channel inlet and outlet holes for connection with
the external flow control system. Pictures of the fabricated straight
and serpentine devices filled with different color dyes depict the pair
of two individual channels in a device (Figure 2D, E).

2.3 Experimental procedures

All experiments started with channel surface coating to enhance
cell adhesion and provide physiologically relevant matrix for cell
cultures. Tumor channels were coated with 10 μg/mL laminin 1
(ThermoFisher, 1.2 mg/mL) in 1×PBS w/Ca/Mg. Fibroblast
channels were coated using either a solution of 20 μg/mL
fibronectin (Sigma F0895) in 1×PBS w/o Ca/Mg, or a solution
containing 500 μg/mL rat tail collagen I (Corning 354236) with
20 μg/mL fibronectin (Sigma F0895) and 62.5 μg/mL Ethylene
glycol-bis (succinic acid N-hydroxysuccinimide ester) (PEG)
(Sigma E3257) in 1×PBS w/o Ca/Mg. The solution pH was
adjusted to be 7.0 incrementally with 0.1M NaOH. Prior to a
coating process, the channels were first washed using 70% ETOH

FIGURE 2
Microfluidic device fabrication: (A, B) Devices with aligned straight-straight channels and straight-serpentine channels, respectively; (C) major
fabrication steps; (D, E) pictures of fabricated devices with straight-straight channels and with straight-serpentine channels, respectively. The channels
were filled with different color dyes for visualization.
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several times and sterilized for an hour under UV irradiation inside a
biosafety cabinet at room temperature, followed by washing several
times with 1×PBS w/o Ca/Mg. Each channel was then filled with its
designated coating solution, and the device was placed inside the
biosafety cabinet under UV for 1 hour at room temperature. The
coating solution was next removed from the channel, retaining a
coated thin film on its inner surface, and the device was placed in an
incubator for 1 hour at 37°C to cure the film. Coating a channel pair in
a single device followed a similar process conducted either in sequence
or in parallel. Upon completion of the coating procedure, the channels
were washed with 1×PBS and the culture medium. Devices with the
corresponding culture medium in the channels were incubated for
more than 30min in final preparation for cell loading.

In a typical co-culture experiment, stromal fibroblast cell
suspension was first flowed into the upper channel using a
pipette. The device was placed overnight in an incubator at 37°C
to ensure firm fibroblasts attachment to the membrane upper side.
Then, cancer cell suspension was flowed into the lower channel, and
the device was immediately inverted allowing cell attachment to the
membrane lower surface overnight in the incubator. Suspensions of
2×106 cells/mL of either cell type were used for initial cell seeding to
obtain fully confluent layers. In general, either type of cells could be
cultured in the upper or lower channel. In one case, both cell types
were layered on the membrane in the same channel. Once cell
attachment to membrane surfaces was confirmed, culture medium
was manually driven through each channel slowly to wash away
loose cells inside the channels. Attached cell layers in both channels
remained on the membrane after the manual wash at a rate about
100 μL/min, corresponding to a wall shear stress of 0.14 dynes/cm2.
The device was then connected to the external fluid handling system.
During all co-culture experiments, cell culture was maintained
under flow of culture medium through its corresponding channel
at a constant rate of 30 μL/h controlled by a syringe pump. The
corresponding wall shear stress under the constant culture medium
flow is estimated to be 1.4 × 10−3 dynes/cm2. For synthetic androgen
treatment, R1881 was administered in the flow to the stromal culture
only, upstream of its channel inlet, at a concentration of 50 nM every
other day (Jiang et al., 2019).

For the primary tumor spheroid experiment, spheroids
about of 20µm–100 µm in size were suspended in 1:1 culture
medium and Matrigel (Corning®), injected into the upper
channel, and cured at 37°C for 30min. Spheroid cultures were
maintained in devices for 10 days with medium flow in the lower
empty channel while replenishing the culture medium daily at
the upper channel inlet/outlet tubing adaptors. Them stromal
BHPrS1 cells were plated on the membrane in the lower channel
to establish a co-culture of tumor spheroids with BHPrS1 cells.
The co-culture lasted for 10 days, under constant culture
medium flow of 30 μL/h through the BHPrS1 channel, while
culture medium for the tumor spheroid channel was manually
replenished daily.

2.4 Immunofluorescence

Antibodies were used to detect biomarkers in cells at the
completion of experiments, and information regarding the
utilized antibodies is summarized in Table 1. Immune-staining

processes were performed by manually flowing proper solutions
through the channels while the cells were attached to both surfaces
of the separation membrane. Briefly, the cells were washed three
times with 1×PBS and then fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde for
10min at room temperature. After three washes with 1×PBS, cells
were permeabilized in 0.2% Triton in 1×PBS for 5 min, followed by
four washes with 1× PBS. Either goat serum (5% in 1× PBS), donkey
serum (5% in 1× PBS), or BSA (1% in 1× PBS) was used for 1-h
blocking at room temperature. Cells were then incubated overnight
at 4°C in a selected primary-antibody solution diluted in the
blocking solution at a ratio of 1:100. After four washes with
1×PBS, cells were incubated in a complimentary secondary-
antibody solution in 1×PBS (1:500) for 1 hour at room
temperature. Cells were washed thoroughly using 1×PBS.
Immunofluorescence in cells was measured based on the signal of
the markers using a Nikon Eclipse TE2000-U microscope under
various objectives (×4, 10×, 20×). Images under higher
magnifications (×40, and 100×) were also acquired after de-
bonding the devices to remove the separation membranes with
cells attached. Each membrane was mounted in 70%–90% glycerol
solution and sandwiched between two Number 1.5 glass coverslips.
The stained samples were kept in dark in a humid box at 4°C.

2.5 Imaging data collection and analysis

At least 2-4 devices were used in a typical set of experiments
serving as duplicates as well as controls for comparison analysis,
while every experiment was performed at least 2× for repeatability
check. Through the duration of an experiment, cell activities in both
channels of each device were scanned and inspected at least once
every 2 days, and more than 20 representative live-cell images under
various magnifications were recorded at different locations along the
channels to monitor changes at each inspection day. The distance
traveled by the farthest migrating cancer cell in the invaded channel
was first estimated through the microscope eyepiece after examining
all 16 orthogonal channel segments of the device, and thenmeasured
on the recorded images using ImageJ. Both average and standard
deviation (SD) of the farthest migrating-cell distance were obtained
from at least 4 different devices of each experiment. For
immunofluorescence imaging, fluorescent signals in cells
throughout the devices were first examined through the
microscope eyepiece, and more than 20 images at different
locations along a device were acquired under adequate
magnifications. Representative images were selected for the result
discussion.

2.6 Cytokine analysis

Invitrogen Cytokine ELISA kits for PDGF AB, TGFβ, and TNFα
were purchased from ThermoFisher. Conditioned media from each
channel was assessed using the protocols supplied with the kit
alongside a set of standards. Raw reads after measuring signal
from 450 nm wavelength were extrapolated using the standard
curve to yield the cytokine concentration in pg/µL unit for each
sample. Reads from 4 samples each were averaged and plotted.
Statistical significance at each time point was determined using
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standard student T-test relative to the earliest time point of Day 7,
and p < 0.05 was considered significant.

3 Results and discussions

3.1 Numerical simulations of convection-
diffusion flow in the device co-culture

Tumor-stroma communication in the PCoC is mediated via
signaling molecules secreted by both cell populations. Secreted
soluble factors, such as proteins, are released into the
extracellular domain where, while convected downstream, also
diffuse within both channels and across the membrane due to
concentration gradients. Consequently, signaling molecules
transported through the membrane pores can reach neighboring
cells and bind to their receptors initiating physiological responses.
This bi-directional tumor-stroma communication depends on the
signal strength, which is a direct function of the signaling-molecule
concentration in the vicinity of receiving cells. Low flowrate results
in strong signals but severe culture medium mixing between the two
channels, which is detrimental to both cells cultures. Conversely,
high flowrate restricts media mixing but yields poor cell signaling. It
is critical therefore to fine-tune the convection-diffusion balance for
the creation of an adequate microenvironment supporting effective
cell signaling between the two cultures while also maintaining the
individual tumor and stroma cultures. Peclet number, Pe, is the
control parameter characterizing the relative contributions of these
two mass transport physical mechanisms defined as:

Pe � LU

D
(1)

where, L and U are characteristic length and velocity scales,
respectively, and D is the diffusion coefficient. In general, Pe > 1

indicates dominant convection, while Pe < 1 indicates dominant
diffusion. In our model system, the aim is to attain dominant
diffusion near the membrane and cell layers, i.e., Pe<<1, with
limited convection. Away from each cell layer, on the other hand,
the local flow velocity should be high enough such that for convection
to be dominant relative to diffusion, i.e., Pe>>1. The diffusion
coefficient in the culture medium is estimated to be on the order
of 10–10 m2/s (Savinell et al., 1989). Thus, the local flow velocity must
be in the range of 1–10 μm/s to maintain dominant convection.

Numerical computations were conducted using COMSOL to
gain insight into molecules transport interaction in the co-culture. A
simplified 2D physical model featuring two identical straight
channels aligned and separated by porous membrane was
adopted for the simulations to highlight the convective-diffusive
transport of signaling molecules (Figure 3A). Each straight channel
was 20 mm long and 500 µm high, while the pore size of the 20 µm-
thick separation membrane was 8 µm with 2% porosity. As
indicated, the communication between the 2 cell layers in the co-
culture is bi-directional; namely, each cell layer is simultaneously
secreting and receiving signals. However, for illustration purposes, a
cell culture on one membrane surface was selected as the secreting
layer with the other cell culture on the opposite membrane surface as
the receiving layer; physical thicknesses of both cell layers were
considered zero in the model. The Effect of PDMS absorption of
molecules should be considered for transient flow analysis before
reaching steady state. In the present system, cells continuously secret
molecules that were retained in proximity of the 2 cell layers
attached on the membrane. Under steady-state condition, the
concentration distribution in the system reached an equilibrium,
whereby all flow properties including solute concentrations are
constant in time. Consequently, after the initial absorption of
molecules, additional adsorption by the PDMS channel walls and
polyester membrane is zero for steady flow. In both channel
domains, including the inlet/outlet segments of the channels,

TABLE 1 Antibodies for immunofluorescence study.

Antibody Host species Company (CAT #)

AR (441) mouse rabbit Santa Cruz (sc-7305) Cell signaling technology (5,153)

TMPRSS2 mouse University of Washington (P5H9-A3)

HMWCK mouse Dako (M0630)

αSMA mouse Sigma/Millipore (A2547)

COL1A1 rabbit Genetex (GTX112731)

FAP rabbit Genetex (GTX102732)

POSTN rabbit Santa Cruz (sc-398631)

Vimentin goat Sigma/Millipore (V4630)

Secondary antibody 488 goat anti-mouse Thermofisher (A 32723)

Secondary antibody 555 goat anti-mouse Thermofisher (A 32727)

Secondary antibody 488 goat anti-rabbit Thermofisher (A 32731)

Secondary antibody 555 goat anti-rabbit Thermofisher (A 32732)

Secondary antibody 647 goat anti-rabbit Thermofisher (A 32733)

Secondary antibody 647 donkey anti-goat Thermofisher (A 32849)
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steady-state incompressible Naiver-Stokes equations coupled with
the convection-diffusion equation were solved using water
properties at 37°C, whereas only diffusion with zero velocity was
considered in the porous membrane domain. In the flow module,
no-slip boundary condition was applied to all channel walls as well
as on the surfaces of the membrane (or cell layers). A uniform flow
velocity was set at the inlet of each channel, and zero gage-pressure
was set at the outlet of each channel. In the convection-diffusion
module, zero concentration boundary condition and convective flux
were applied at the inlet and outlet of each channel, respectively. A
constant concentration flux was applied at the secreting cell layer
(Francis and Palsson, 1997), whereas insulation boundary condition
was imposed on all channel walls. A diffusion coefficient of 0.5 ×
10−10 m2/s was selected for the medium flow in the two channels,
whereas the diffusion coefficient in the membrane domain was 1 ×
10−12 m2/s for the 8 µm-pore (2% porosity) membrane. Continuity
in concentration at the interface between the membrane domain and
the receiving channel flow domain was applied. Under these
conditions, convection away from the cell layer is indeed
dominant, Pe>>1, confining the diffusion to the regions in close
proximity of the cell layers. Streamwise normalized concentration
profiles of secreted molecules along the channels, from inlet to outlet

at a distance 40 µm away from both membrane surfaces, are
presented for 20, 30, and 40 μL/h flow rates (Figure 3B). All
concentrations monotonically increase along the flow direction
attributed to the balance between stream-wise convection and
cross-stream diffusion of secreted molecules. Normalized
concentration profiles of the receiving cell layer show similar
trends, i.e., increasing linearly along the flow direction, suggesting
that the receiving layer microenvironment near the channel outlet
contains significantly higher concentration of the secreted molecules
than the microenvironment near the channel inlet. Furthermore, at
the same stream-wise location, the concentration in the receiving
channel is systematically about 20% of the secreting channel
concentration. As expected, increasing flow rate leads to reduced
concentrations in both secreting and receiving channels. Rainbow
color concentration maps depict the relative concentrations in the
two channels (inset of Figure 3B), where blue color represents the
lowest and red the highest concentration. Cross-stream normalized
concentration profiles, at half distance between the channels inlets
and outlets, are presented for the same flow rates (Figure 3C). The
results show strong concentration gradients across the cell layers on
each side of the membrane, which is evident due to the low effective
diffusion coefficient (Young et al., 1980). In the receiving layer

FIGURE 3
Simulations of the convection-diffusion flow in a microfluidic device: (A) Schematic illustration of 2D physical model used for simulations depicting
transport of signaling molecules through porous membrane due to diffusion from the secreting layer to the receiving layer channel; (B) 2D simulation
result of streamwise normalized concentration profiles of secreted molecules along both channels under various flowrates, at a distance 40 µm away
from membrane, with the corresponding rainbow maps of planar concentration distributions (inset; blue and red colors represent low and high
concentrations, respectively). (C) 2D simulation result of cross-stream normalized concentration profiles of secreted molecules, at mid-distance
between channel inlet and outlet, under various flowrates; and (D) 3D simulation result of planar concentration rainbowmap showing normalized spatial
concentration distribution in serpentine channel. All results are for a device with 8 µm-poremembrane, except curves in brown color in (B, C), which are
for a device with 0.8um-pore membrane at flow rate of 30 μL/h.
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channel, concentration is high at the cell layer on the membrane, but
rapidly diminishes at locations father away from the cell layer,
suggesting that signaling molecules are well confined to the
vicinity of the receiving cell layer. Similarly, in the secreting
channel, the concentrations decrease from their peaks at the
secreting cell layer with increasing distance away from the
membrane. The simulation was repeated for the 0.8 µm-pore
membrane device with a lower diffusion coefficient 0.4 ×
10−12 m2/s (porosity 0.8%). The results (brown curves in Figures
3B, C) show similar concentration profiles in both streamwise and
cross-stream directions with enhanced gradients across the cell
layers, as expected. Notably, the diminishing concentration away
from the receiving cell layer indicates a limited diffusion range at a
reduced concentration level.

To obtain spatial concentration distributions in the device
designed with straight and serpentine channels, 3D numerical
simulations were performed to solve the steady-state coupled
incompressible Naiver-Stokes and convection-diffusion equations
only in the serpentine channel domain, i.e., the receiving cell layer
channel. In the flowmodule, a constant volumetric flow rate was set at
the inlet of the channel and zero gage-pressure was set at the outlet of
the channel. The difference in channel length, 34mm and 59 mm for
the straight and the serpentine channel, respectively, resulted in a
pressure difference across the membrane between the two channel
flows at the overlapping regions. This pressure difference, estimated to
be on the order of 10–3 Pa at a flow rate of 30 μL/h, was too low to drive
the flow across the membrane through 8 µm-pores; hence, there was
no cross-flow through the porous membrane, and no-slip boundary
condition was applied at the channel walls as well as at the zero-
thickness cell layer surface. In the convection-diffusion module, the
same diffusion coefficient for the medium flow in the 2D simulation
was selected. Zero concentration and convective flux were applied at
the channel inlet and outlet, respectively, and insulation boundary
condition was applied at the channel walls. On the receiving cell-layer,
a concentration function was applied only at the overlapping regions
between the serpentine and the straight channels. The function was
determined based on the concentration distribution of the receiving
layer obtained in the 2D simulations (Figure 3B), which increases
linearly with distance along the flow direction in the straight channel.
The results demonstrate that concentration of soluble factors in the
serpentine channel is higher near the overlapping regions and lower at
distal locations farther from the overlapping regions, establishing
spatial concentration gradients in all orthogonal channel segments
(Figure 3D). Consequently, tumor-stroma signaling is abundant close
to the overlapping regions, driving tumor-stroma interaction, whereas
the signaling is weaker at distal locations of the serpentine channel.
These numerical simulations served as a primary guidance in
determining the experimental conditions required for long-term
maintenance of cell co-cultures while allowing continuous
communication between the two cultures in our PCoC model.

3.2 Tumor cells conversion of normal
fibroblasts into CAFs mediated by
diffused factors

The first set of experiments was designed to investigate the effect
of tumor cells on the neighboring normal stromal fibroblasts with no

physical contact between the two types of cells. BHPrS1 fibroblasts
were co-cultured with either oncogene-induced human tumor cells
(EMP), metastatic C4-2 tumor cells, or primary tumor cells isolated
from a patient, in devices with 0.8 µm-pore membranes. In these co-
cultures, solutes originated from each culture transported to the
adjacent culture establishing communications between the tumor
and fibroblast cells with no physical contact between the 2 cell types.
Co-cultures were maintained for about 15 days under steady culture
medium flow of 30 μL/h in each channel. R1881 treatment was
administered every other day only into the fibroblast culture
medium under flow at a concentration of 50 nM. Control
experiments were conducted under the same conditions but with
normal PrECs replacing tumor cells. Immunostaining of biomarkers
specific for tumor cells and CAFs was performed, at the completion
of each experiment, followed by immunofluorescence
microscopic imaging.

Several markers were selected to examine the prostate cancer
cells in the co-cultures. TMPRSS2 is known to be highly expressed in
metastatic prostate cancer cells, the activity of which was reported to
regulate and promote prostate cancer cell invasion and metastasis
(Lucas et al., 2014; Ko et al., 2015). High molecular weight
cytokeratin, HMWCK, has been suggested as a marker for
distinguishing malignant from benign prostatic epithelial
structures because they selectively label basal cells that are
missing in tumors (Kahane et al., 1995). Other studies however
reported that HMWCK is expressed in prostate adenocarcinoma,
particularly in invasive and metastatic tumors (Yang et al., 1999;
Parker et al., 2003; Kunju et al., 2006; Multhaupt et al., 2000; Lu et al.,
2023). Integrin α6, ITGα6, has been associated with migratory and
invasive phenotype in human prostate cancer. A considerable
amount of work has implied that ITGα6 plays an important role
in tumor cell migration and modification of the tumor environment
(Rabinovotz et al., 1995; King et al., 2008; Goel et al., 2008;
Rubenstein et al., 2019). In our experiments, the cancer marker
TMPRSS2 is indeed overexpressed in the entire population of tumor
cells, either EMP or C4-2, confirming their prostate cancer identity
(Figures 4A1–4A3). A few EMP cells also expressed basal HMWCK
(Figure 4A1), while a considerable number of tumor cells expressed
ITGα6 (Figure 4A2). These results confirm that the tumor cells in
the PCoC model retain known markers of prostate tumor cells.

Stromal fibroblasts in the co-cultures were next evaluated using
a couple of antibody markers. Expression of alpha smooth muscle
actin (αSMA) was reported to be very low or heterogeneous with
occasional expression in individual stromal cells, whereas the level of
αSMA expression was significantly higher in CAFs (Storch et al.,
2007; Castelló-Cros et al., 2009; Bharath Rao et al., 2014; Parikh
et al., 2014; Rao et al., 2014; Angaravati et al., 2017; Gillard et al.,
2018). Furthermore, during tumor progression, CAFs actively
modify the ECM as characterized by collagen degrading, re-
depositing, and cross-linking. COL1A1 expression is increased in
CAFs, and its signaling promotes cancer invasion (Hall et al., 2008;
Fang et al., 2014). Accordingly, the fibroblasts in the devices were
immuno-stained with αSMA and COL1A1 antibodies. Stromal
fibroblasts co-cultured with tumor C4-2 cells strongly expressed
the two CAFmarkers, αSMA and COL1A1 (Figure 4B1). The αSMA
expression was distributed throughout the cell cytoplasm.
Interestingly, cells expressing αSMA and those expressing
COL1A1 often appeared as two distinct sub-populations,
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confirming the known heterogeneity within CAF populations. In
addition, spheroids generated from a fresh primary prostate tumor
of a patient were co-cultured with normal BHPrS1 fibroblasts in the
device model. Tumor spheroids also converted normal stromal
fibroblasts to CAFs, with high expression of αSMA and COL1A1
(Figure 4B2). Similarly, CAFs did not generally co-express αSMA
and COL1A1, but appeared to be divided into two distinct
subgroups; one group expressed αSMA while the other expressed
COL1A1. In control experiments of co-culturing BHPrS1 with
normal PrECs, BHPrS1 cells, with a robust expression of
vimentine (Figure 4C1), showed very weak expressions of αSMA
and COL1A1 (Figure 4C2). The AR expression in BHPrS1 cells co-
cultured with normal PrECs was very high and localized in cell
nuclei (Figure 4C3). In comparison, AR expression in CAFs was
dramatically decreased (Figure 4B3).

In summary, exposure of stromal fibroblasts to cancer cells,
without physical contact, results in increased expression of cancer-

associated fibroblast (CAF) markers αSMA and COL1A1. This
indicates that cell signaling by secreted factors from cancer cells
into their tumor microenvironment, across the separation
membrane, led to stromal fibroblast conversion. The expression
of the Androgen Receptor (AR) in stromal fibroblasts, necessary for
maintaining normal epithelial differentiation, was found to be lost in
correlation with higher Gleason Grade and poor outcome (Hahn
et al., 2023). The distinguishable decrease in AR expression in CAFs
is consistent with observations in human prostate cancer patient
samples (Henshall et al., 2001; Wikström et al., 2009; Franco et al.,
2010). In our previous normal Prostate-on-Chip model, secreted
morphogens induced by androgen receptor (AR) signaling in the
stromal fibroblasts were found to promote PrEC differentiation
(Jiang et al., 2019). Hence, the reduction of AR in stromal
fibroblasts exposed to cancer cells unfavorably affects normal
epithelial differentiation and homeostasis, which has a negative
impact on maintaining healthy prostate functions.

FIGURE 4
Immunofluorescence microscopic images of cancer cells and stromal fibroblasts co-cultured in 0.8 µm-pore membrane devices: (A1) EMP cells
stained for red-HMWCK and green-TMPRSS2, or (A2) red-ITGα6 and green-TMPRSS2, and (A3) C4-2 cells stained for green-TMPRSS2; (B1) BHPrS1 cells
co-cultured with C4-2 cells and stained for red-αSMA and green-COLlA1, (B2) BHPrS1 cells co-cultured with primary tumor spheroids and stained for
red-αSMA and green-COLlA1, and (B3) BHPrS1 cells co-cultured with C4-2 cells and stained for green-AR; (C1) BHPrS1 cells co-cultured with
normal PrECs and stained for green-vimentin and blue-nuclei; (C2) green COL1A1 and red-αSMA, and (C3) green-AR.
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3.3 Tumor-stroma interaction dependence
on local concentration of
signaling molecules

The second set of experiments was designed to investigate the
signaling strength effect, proportional to local concentration of
tumor-secreted factors, on stromal fibroblasts conversion to
CAFs within the co-culture. Devices consisting of a straight
channel for the tumor cells and a serpentine channel for the
stromal fibroblasts with 8 µm-pore membrane were used. In this
configuration, local high and low concentrations of tumor-secreted
factors are respectively located in the aligned and distal regions of
the fibroblast serpentine channel (Figure 3D). Stromal
BHPrS1 fibroblasts were co-cultured with metastatic tumor cell
lines, either C4-2 or 22Rv1, in devices with 8 µm-pore
membranes. The 2 cell types can communicate through solutes in
the culture medium as well as via physical contact, i.e., each type of
cells can invade into their neighboring channel. To clearly monitor
cell invasion, cancer cells were tagged with green fluorescent protein
(GFP). Co-cultures were maintained for 12–17 days under
continuous flowrate of 30 μL/h in each channel. R1881 treatment
was administered as described in Section 2.3. Control experiments
were performed under the same conditions but with normal PrECs
replacing the tumor cells. Once an experiment was completed,
immunostaining was performed using markers specific for tumor
cells and CAFs and followed by fluorescence imaging.

CAFmarkers in stromal fibroblasts, co-cultured with tumor cells
in devices with 8 µm-pore membranes, were examined. Similar to
the results obtained in devices with 0.8 µm-pore membranes
(Figure 4), stromal fibroblasts in close proximity to the cancer
cells, either 22Rv1 or C4-2, displayed higher αSMA expression
(Figures 5A1, A2; Figure 5B1), confirming their conversion into
CAFs induced by the tumor cells. Furthermore, it was noted that the
CAFs assumed highly elongated spindled-shaped morphology and
aligned tightly in bundles, consistent with reports suggesting that
CAFs grow in a highly aligned organization with most fibroblasts
orientated in the same direction (Clark et al., 2013). Expression of
αSMA was detected in the cytoplasm of most CAFs (Figures 5A1,
A2), whereas αSMA-containing long filamentous fibers were
observed in a subset of stromal fibroblasts (Figure 5B1), further
displaying the heterogeneous nature in the CAF population.

Periostin (POSTN) has been recognized as a secretory
extracellular matrix protein associated with tumor progression
and shorter survival in prostate cancer (González-González and
Alonso, 2018; Cattrini et al., 2020; Dorafshan et al., 2022), and is
upregulated in the stroma of high grade/stage prostate cancer
(Tischer et al., 2010; Nuzzo et al., 2012; Tian et al., 2015;
Tsunoda et al., 2009). In CAFs co-cultured with 22Rv1 cancer
cells, POSTN expression pattern appears as finely sprinkled
distribution in the cytoplasm with higher expression level at
locations corresponding to the Golgi (Figure 5A2), consistent
with other reported findings (Qin et al., 2016; Yoshioka et al.,
2002; Kii et al., 2016). We also examined fibroblast activation
protein (FAP) marker, which was found to be expressed in the
stroma of human prostate cancer tissues (Tuxhorn et al., 2002;
Orimo and Weinberg, 2007; Nurmik et al., 2020). FAP signal was
detected in CAFs with highly elongated morphology (Figure 5A3);
however, the FAP signal was dim and indistinct in fibroblasts

without the elongated morphology. As anticipated, αSMA-
expressing CAFs were observed predominately at regions close to
tumor cells in co-culture with C4-2 cells; these cells also co-
expressed vimentin (Figures 5B1, B2) (Lang et al., 2002; Zhao
et al., 2008). However, stromal fibroblasts, at distal locations in
the serpentine channel (Figure 2E), had a barely detectable αSMA
signal and failed to align (Figure 5B3). These observations
demonstrate that stromal fibroblasts close to the tumor have
converted into CAFs, while those far away from the tumor were
either in a developing stage or remained un-affected normal
fibroblasts (Castelló-Cros et al., 2009; Vermeulen et al., 2010).

The major difference between the CAF and non-CAF regions is
the local concentration level due to spatial concentration gradients
of tumor-secreted factors (Figure 3D). It is not clear whether the
CAF conversion is an on-off switch mechanism requiring a
threshold concentration level of tumor secreted factors for the
process to occur, or it is a gradual and/or cumulative process
independent of the local concentration level, whereby stromal
fibroblasts would eventually be converted to CAFs after exposure
to tumor environment for sufficient length of time. Nevertheless,
fibroblasts in the overlapping regions exhibit distinct differences in
morphology and CAF marker expression level than those at distal
locations farther away from tumor cells. The results confirmed that
normal fibroblasts conversion into CAFs is induced by tumor cells
and, furthermore, revealed that tumor-stroma interaction depends
on local signal strength stemming from spatial concentration
gradients of secreted factors.

3.4 Invasion of tumor and fibroblasts in a
reciprocal manner in 8µm-pore
membrane devices

Invasion of tumor cells into the stromal fibroblasts was next
investigated using the devices with straight and serpentine channels
separated by an 8 µm-pore membrane. BHPrS1 fibroblasts were co-
cultured with two different metastatic prostate tumor cell lines,
22Rv1 or C4-2, where the cancer cells and stromal fibroblasts were
allowed to communicate not only through solutes in the culture
medium but also via physical contact through the pores. Establishing
the co-cultures in the straight/serpentine device enabled continuous
visual tracking of cancer cells invading the fibroblast channel
through the separation membrane (Figure 1B, E). Invading
cancer cells in the overlapping regions can migrate into the
neighboring fibroblast channel in a direction perpendicular to
their original tumor channel. Cells were tagged with green (GFP)
or red (mCherry) markers to facilitate detection and monitoring of
invasion activities of different-colored cells in a channel. The co-
cultures were maintained for 17 days under continuous culture
medium flow at 30 μL/h in each channel, R1881 treatment was
administered as described in Section 2.3, and control experiments
were performed with normal PrECs replacing the tumor cells.

Co-cultures of tumor and stroma were established for the invasion
experiments, where GFP-labeled 22Rv1 cancer cells were plated on the
membrane in the upper serpentine channel and mCherry-labeled
BHPrS1 fibroblasts plated on the membrane in the lower straight
channel (Figure 6A1). On Day 7, 22Rv1 tumor cells were observed
in the fibroblast channel (Figures 6A2, A3), and fibroblasts were also
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present in the cancer channel (Figure 6A4). The invading 22Rv1 cells,
after penetrating through the separation membrane in the successive
overlapping regions, migrated along the fibroblast channel while
displacing the BHPrS1 cells (Figure 6A3). To rule out the role of
gravity in cell invasion, the placement of the 2 cell types in the device
was flipped; indeed, similar invasion patterns were observed regardless
of the relative up/down positions of the two types of cells (Figures 6A1;
Figure B1). 22Rv1 cells invaded into BHPrS1 channel when they were
plated on themembrane in the lower (Figures 6A1–A4) or upper side of
themembrane (Figures 6B1, B2). In contrast, normal PrECs co-cultured
with BHPrS1 fibroblasts in devices with 8 µm-pore membrane did not
invade neighboring channels at any time over 14 days (Figures
6C1–C2). This further confirms the unique character of cancer cell
invasiveness and the significant changes in stromal fibroblasts after their
conversion to CAFs.

Similar co-cultures of C4-2 cancer cells with BHPrS1 cells were
established, where mCherry-labeled BHPrS1 fibroblasts were plated
on the membrane in the upper serpentine channel, and GFP-labeled
C4-2 cancer cells were plated on the membrane in the lower straight
channel (Figure 6D1). Both C4-2 cancer cells and stromal fibroblasts
cells were detected in their neighboring channels as early as 3 days
into the co-culture. In high-magnification images, invading C4-2
cancer cells appeared as strands or clusters in the stromal fibroblast
channel (Figure 6D2), whereas the infiltrated BHPrS1 fibroblasts

were spreading in the tumor channel (Figure 6D3). By Day 17 of the
co-culture, C4-2 cancer cells had advanced farther with some cells
migrating over a distance larger than 1 mm in the fibroblast channel.
The original fibroblast monolayer on the membrane surface,
proliferating significantly, expanded into multiple layers covering
not only their channel entire inner surfaces but also the surfaces of
the cancer cell channel. This is consistent with reported observations
that stromal fibroblasts undergo a paralleled stromagenesis during
tumorigenesis, becoming CAFs and actively participating in and
promoting tumor growth and invasion, resembling tissue responses
in wound healing (Dvorak, 1986).

At the completion of the experiment, each channel was washed
with its culture medium. The loosely adherent C4-2 cancer cell layer
were easily washed off the membrane in the tumor channel, leaving a
very small number of C4-2 cells attached to their original plating
surface. Since the tumor cell layer remained intact out of the
channel, we speculate that, as the co-culture progressed, tumor
cell-to-membrane adhesion decreased while cell-to-cell adhesion
increased, resulting in the detachment of the cell layer from the
membrane. Remarkably, C4-2 cancer cells that had invaded into the
stromal fibroblast channel remained adherent to the fibroblast cell
layer without being washed out (Figure 6D4, blue color arrows),
while the adherent BHPrS1 fibroblasts remained attached in the
tumor channel after washing (Figure 6D4, magenta color arrow).

FIGURE 5
Immunofluorescence microscopic images of CAFs converted by cancer cells co-cultured in 8 µm-pore membrane devices: BHPrS1 cells in close
proximity with cancer GFP-22Rv1 cells stained for (A1) red-αSMA, (A2) red-αSMA and cyan-POSTN, and (A3) cyan-FAP. BHPrS1 cells in close proximity
with cancer GFP-C4-2 cells stained for (B1) red-αSMA, (B2) cyan-vimentin; (B3) BHPrS1 cells at a distal location in the serpentine channel far away from
C4-2 cancer cells stained for red-αSMA and cyan-vimentin.
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The culture medium collected from each channel contained both
C4-2 cells and stromal fibroblasts, and both types of cells were viable
as confirmed by culturing them for 7 additional days in tissue
culture dishes.

3.5 Effect of tumor-stroma direct physical
contact on tumor cell invasion

We further explored the behavior of stromal fibroblasts and
tumor cells at the onset of invasion when placed in direct contact.
Normal BHPrS1 fibroblasts were plated on the membrane in the
lower straight channel to obtain a confluent monolayer.
Subsequently, GFP-tagged C4-2 cancer cells were placed directly
on top of the fibroblast cell layer establishing 2 cell layers in direct

physical contact in the same lower channel. The upper serpentine
channel was left empty without cells (Figures 7A1, A2). Culture
medium flow was driven through each of the upper and lower
channels at a constant flow rate of 30 μL/h, and R1881 treatment was
administered only in the lower channel containing both cell types.
Stromal fibroblasts were first observed in the upper channel on Day
2 of the co-culture, migrating from the overlapping regions of the
straight seeding channel into the upper serpentine channel. In the
ensuing few days, the stromal fibroblasts rapidly spread over the
entire serpentine channel surface reaching all distal locations
(Figure 7A3). Interestingly, in this configuration, the C4-2 cancer
cells followed the stromal fibroblasts advancing into the serpentine
channel at a very fast pace. Many C4-2 cancer cells were detected at
the farthest distal locations in the serpentine channel about 2 mm
away from their original straight channel by Day 12. They appeared

FIGURE 6
Microscopic images of cancer cell invasion in co-cultures with BHPrS1 fibroblasts: (A1) GFP-22Rv1 cancer cells plated on the membrane in the
upper serpentine channel and mCherry-BHPrS1 fibroblasts plated on the membrane in the lower straight channel on Day 1, (A2) 22Rv1 cells detected in
the stroma channel and BHPrS1 CAFs in the cancer channel on Day 7, (A3) high-magnification images of invading cancer cells in the stroma channel, and
(A4) CAFs in the cancer cell channel on Day 7. GFP-22Rv1 cells plated on the membrane in the lower straight channel and un-labeled BHPrS1 cells
plated on the membrane in the upper serpentine channel with invading 22Rv1 cells detected in the stroma channel on Day 7 at (B1) low and (B2) high
magnifications. (C1) In control PrEC/BHPrS1 co-cultures, on Day 14, neither (C1) GFP-PrEC cells nor (C2) mCherry-BHPrS1 cells invade neighboring
channel. (D1) GFP-C4-2 cells plated on the membrane in the lower straight channel and mCherry-BHPrS1 fibroblasts plated on the membrane in the
upper serpentine channel on Day 1, (D2) invasion of C4-2 cells into the stroma channel and (D3) infiltration of BHPrS1 cells into the cancer cell channel on
Day 9 at the respective locations indicated by white squares in (D1), and (D4) retained C4-2 cancer cells attached to the fibroblasts in the stroma channel
(blue color arrows) with infiltrated BHPrS1 fibroblasts attached to the tumor channel surfaces (magenta color arrow) after washing the channels
with medium.
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FIGURE 7
Invasion of cancer cells placed directly on a fibroblast monolayer in the same channel: (A1) Schematic locations of C4-2 cancer cells and
BHPrS1 fibroblast cells on Day 1 and Day 12 of co-culture; (A2) Co-culture of GFP-C4-2 cells and un-labeled BHPrS1 cells with direct physical contact in
the lower straight channel while the upper serpentine channel was left empty; (A3) BHPrS1 cells in the upper serpentine channel at the distal locations by
Day 5; (B1–B3) GFP-C4-2 cells at the distal locations of the upper serpentine channel, spreading on top of the BHPrS1 cell layer by Day 12; (C1) an
initial uniform GFP-C4-2 cell monolayer by Day 3; and (C2)GFP-C4-2 cancer cells expanding to the lower surface of the original straight channel by Day
12; (D1) BHPrS1 cells first migrated into the empty serpentine channel, followed by 22Rv1 cells indicated by blue color arrows; (D2) GFP-22Rv1 cells
reached distal location of the serpentine channel by Day 7; (D3) BHPrS1 cells stained for green-αSMA.
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mostly as single cells or in small cell clusters with some noticeable
individual cells, not rounded but spreading on the channel surface
(Figures 7B1–B3). The C4-2 cancer cells remaining in their original
channel also changed morphologically from a monolayer
(Figure 7C1) into a disrupted 3D layer reaching the surface
facing the separation membrane of the lower channel that had
been covered with stromal fibroblasts (Figure 7C2). This could be
attributed to both a high proliferation rate and improved adherence
to the channel surface modified by the stromal fibroblasts. In
comparison with experiments where stromal fibroblasts and
cancer cells were plated on opposite sides of the membrane, the
direct physical contact of the cancer cells with fibroblast
dramatically increased the number of invading tumor cells along
with their migration range and pace.

Similar experiment was repeated with GFP-22Rv1 cancer cells
placed directly on top of a confluent monolayer of mCherry-BHPrS1
fibroblasts in the lower straight channel, while the top serpentine
channel was left empty without cells. By Day 3, mCherry-fibroblasts
were first observed entering the orthogonal channel segments of the
serpentine channel, followed by several GFP-22Rv1 cancer cells
(Figure 7D1, blue color arrows). In this case, 22Rv1 cells reached the
farthest distal location of the serpentine channel by Day 7
(Figure 7D2), exhibiting enhanced invasion and spreading
capability in comparison with 22Rv1 co-cultured with
BHPrS1 cell on opposite sides of the membrane without direct
physical contact (Figure 6B2).

It is worth noting that the stromal fibroblasts were observed to
cross the membrane into the empty channel ahead of the cancer
cells; no cancer cells were observed at locations beyond regions that
had already been covered by fibroblasts. Therefore, it seems that
the conversion of fibroblasts to CAFs conditioned them to lead the
trailing cancer-cell invasion; a similar behavior was noticed in an
experiment in vitro of adenoid cystic carcinoma invasion in
salivary gland (Li et al., 2016; Attieh et al., 2017). At the
completion of the direct-physical contact experiment, fibroblasts
in the serpentine channel were stained for αSMA CAF marker.
Unlike the experiment with no direct physical contact, the
fibroblasts were found to express αSMA throughout the entire
channel including at the distal locations (Figure 7D3). This
confirms that all migrating fibroblasts in the serpentine
channel, regardless of location, were converted into CAFs. It is
suspected that the CAF conversion occurred in the original seeding
straight channel due to the direct physical contact with tumor cells
and, subsequently, the CAFs invaded into the serpentine channel
and proliferated. The significantly enhanced effectiveness of the
cancer cell invasion strongly suggests that the interaction between
the cancer cells and stroma under direct physical contact resulted
in simultaneous integration of collaborative communication
signals, involving not only secreted factors but additional
signaling pathways activated under direct physical contact
(Friedl and Alexander, 2011); the latter was impeded by the
separation membrane when the cancer cells and stroma were
plated on the opposite sides of the membrane.

We next characterized cancer cell invasion qualitatively and
quantitatively by examining its morphological pattern and
migration speed, respectively. C4-2 cancer cell invasion started
in a strand-like pattern and followed by formation of individual
cell clusters with noticeable size increase (Figure 8A). 22Rv1 cancer

cell invasion, however, started in a sheet-like pattern with tight
cell-cell contacts. As the invasion persisted, the front of the
collective cell body did not shift much but rather the cell
density within the collective body increased, becoming a sizable
3D dense colony (Figure 8B). The later increase in cluster size is
likely a proliferative effect. For experiments where cancer cells
were seeded on stromal fibroblast monolayer, scattered individual
single cells or cell aggregates, either C4-2 (Figures 7B1, B2) or
22Rv1 (Figure 7D1, D2), appeared to be the pattern. For
quantitative analysis, the distance between the most advanced
cells, at the invasion front, and edge of the original tumor
channel was estimated as a function of time (Figure 8C). Once
22Rv1 cancer cells invaded the neighboring fibroblast layer, by
crossing through the membrane pores, they maintained a collective
invasion speed of about 0.04 μm/min. In comparison, the invasion
speed of C4-2 cancer cells was doubled about 0.08 μm/min. These
estimated speeds are within the ranges for cancer collective
migrations reported elsewhere (Clark and Vignjevic, 2015;
Pandya et al., 2017). A dramatic increase in invasion speed to
about 0.2 μm/min or 0.4 μm/min was observed when 22Rv1 or
C4-2 cancer cells, respectively, were placed in direct physical
contact with stromal fibroblasts prior to the invasion onset.
Moreover, the current prostate cancer invasion results are also in
good agreement with similar studies in breast cancer asserting that
physical contact between cancer cells and fibroblasts promotes CAF
conversion and, subsequently, tumor progression (Strell et al., 2019;
Sahai et al., 2020).

Tumor cell invasion is accompanied by secretion of cytokines by
the tumor cells that modify the tumor microenvironment to drive
reorganization of the stroma and, conversely, stromal cells produce
cytokines that promote growth and invasion of the tumor. TGFβ,
produced by tumor cells is considered as the major driver of CAF
conversion in the stroma (Barcellos-de-Souza et al., 2016; Franco
et al., 2016). Once the stroma is activated, PDGF produced by the
tumor cells act on the PDGF receptors of the stroma cells, causing an
increase in PDGFR levels and activity leading to more recruitment
and proliferation of CAFs (Primac et al., 2019). Then the PDGF-
activated CAFs begin to produce TGFβ as well. TGFβ can in turn act
on the tumor cells to drive tumor cell invasion by inducing an
epithelial mesenchymal transition (EMT) phenotype [Neri et al.,
2017; Nordby et al., 2017]. Another cytokine that is often produced
by both tumor cells and stromal cells is TNFα, which stimulates an
inflammatory response within the tumor microenvironment by
activating resident immune cells (Liubomirski et al., 2019). It has
also been implicated in enhancing TGFβ-mediated EMT conversion
of tumor cells (Yoshimatsu et al., 2020).

To demonstrate that the Prostate Cancer-on-Chip model
recapitulates faithfully the prostate tumor microenvironment, we
examined whether any of these cytokines were produced within the
Prostate Cancer-on-Chip model using ELISA. Conditioned medium
samples collected from experiments with physical contact between
tumor and stroma cultures, “C4-2 on BHP” and “22Rv1 on BHP”,
were analyzed; samples were collected separately from each channel
at 2-day intervals from Day 7 to Day 13 of the co-culture. During
this period, both fibroblasts and tumor cells were present in the
straight channels, and no significant changes in the number of cells
in each population were observed. CAFs had fully occupied the
initially empty serpentine channel, while robust tumor cell invasion
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was occurring as well. The production of TGFβ in the straight
channel medium was robustly detected. Higher TGFβ levels were
initially produced in “22Rv1 on BHP”, but slightly dropped later,
while the levels in “C4-2 on BHP” slightly increased with time
(Figure 9A). In the serpentine channel, where most of the cells were
CAFs (Figure 7D2), the level of TGFβ in its medium increased with
time for the two co-cultures (Figure 9B). This could be attributed to
continuous increase in the number of CAFs, over the tested period,

producing higher levels of TGFβ. In addition, the number of tumor
cells in the serpentine channel also increased over time, from newly
invaded tumor cells and cell division of the early invaded tumor
cells. Low levels of PDGF were detected only in the medium
collected from the serpentine channel of the “C4-2 on BHPrS1”
co-culture (Figure 9C), increasing with time presumably due to the
observed higher rates in migration and proliferation of the invaded
C4-2 cells and CAFs (Figures 7B1–B3). PDGF was below detectable

FIGURE 8
Migration patterns and rates of invading cancer cells: Time-sequence images of cancer cells (seeded in the lower straight channel) invading into
neighboring stroma channel (seeded in the upper serpentine channel): (A)GFP-C4-2 cells invading into the channel ofmCherry-fibroblasts as cell strands
and clusters; (B) GFP-22Rv1 cells invading the channel of unlabeled fibroblasts as tight cell group. (C) Cancer cell migration range based on measured
time-dependent distance between the cancer cell front in the fibroblast channel and the edge of the original cancer cell channel. ‘22Rv1/BHP’ or
‘C4-2/BHP’ label indicates co-culture of cancer cells 22Rv1 or C4-2 with stromal BHPrS1 fibroblasts on opposite surfaces of the separation membrane,
while ‘22Rv1 on BHP’ or ‘C4-2 on BHP’ label indicates that 22Rv1 or C4-2 cancer cells were placed on top of a stromal BHPrS1 fibroblast monolayer in the
same channel. Values in distance were represented as average ± SD of 4 replicates.
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levels in the medium collected from the serpentine channel of the
“22Rv1 on BHP” (Figure 9C) and those from the straight channels of
both experiments (not shown). TNFα was not detectable in any
samples of both experiments (not shown), consistent with the
absence of immune cells in this model. The cytokine study
exemplified that commonly used bioanalytical techniques and
methods can be incorporated in the Prostate Cancer-on-Chip
model to yield quantitative data.

4 Conclusion

A microfluidics-based Prostate-Cancer-on-Chip (PCoC) has
been developed to model the physiology of the human prostate
tumor microenvironment. The fabricated microfluidic device
consisted of two channels, separated by a porous membrane,
for co-culturing of tumor and stromal cells. Guided by
numerical simulations, a proper convection-diffusion balance
was obtained by fine-tuning the flow field in the microfluidic
device allowing not only long-term co-culture maintenance but
also continuous communication between the tumor and the
surrounding stroma mediated by secreted soluble factors.
Tumor cells conversion of normal stromal fibroblasts into CAFs
depended on the local concentration of the diffused signaling
molecules, which was not uniform featuring strong spatial
gradients. CAF conversion was characterized, using known
protein markers associated with CAFs, and found to be in good
agreement with reported observations. Furthermore, tumor cells
invaded the stroma channel and vice versa in devices with
sufficiently large membrane pore size about 8 µm. Both
22Rv1 and C4-2 cancer cells exhibited collective migration
pattern. 22Rv1 cells displayed migration as a tightly packed
cluster at 0.04 μm/min whereas C4-2 cells presented migration
as cell strands and smaller clusters of cell aggregate at a relatively
higher speed of 0.08 μm/min. Remarkably, when cancer cells were
placed in direct physical contact with stromal fibroblasts,
replicating the native tumor microenvironment, tumor invasion
became much more aggressive. Led and promoted by the stromal
fibroblasts, trailing cancer cells were found to spread farther and

faster at a speed of about 0.2 μm/min and 0.4 μm/min for
22Rv1 and C4-2 cancer cells, respectively. Production of TGFβ
and PDGF cytokines known to drive CAF conversion and increase
tumor invasion were detected in the conditioned medium collected
from the respective channels.

In summary, the newly developed PCoC was found to
faithfully replicate the tumor microenvironment of prostate
cancer in vivo and, thus, providing a clinically relevant in vitro
human prostate tumor model. It is a promising basic research
tool for dissecting interactions between the tumor and its
surrounding stroma and elucidating the underlying biological
mechanisms. It can also be applied in clinical research for
novel-target drug discovery and development overcoming the
persistent barriers associated with traditional cell cultures and
animal models.
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